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STOCKSEMOJI’s IDEOLOGY

We just don’t provide financial information but also provide expertise to break it  down through scores and

emojis for users to understand.

Stock Emoji walks with the investor at every step of the way with manual and auto  suggestive action

plans.

By providing research information ata very low cost,StockEmoji breaks down the  research barrier to

investing.

Welay down fundamentals reasoning behind the emotion which makes any decision  informative.

we break down complex information through visuals and graphics that help with  understanding and

retention.

Weare unbiased. Wegive you information and analysis as well the expertise to decide  for all companies

alike.
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STARPRODUCTS

Emoji Stock Help

Allows the users to analyze any stock,

both technically and fundamentally

and get suggestiveactionplans

Emoji Optimizer

Allows the users to upload an  existing 

portfolio to checkquality  and get an 

optimized portfolio in  return

Emoji Stock Box

Allows the users access to ready to

invest diverse portfolios from the stock

emoji team. Create their own and

even share theseportfolios

Stock Analyzer

Fills the research gap by making

easily available the information that a

user would require toanalyze astock
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Emoji Scanner

Allows the users to search stocks as per

their custom criterion based on

internal, financial &marketfactors

Emoji Portfolio

Curated by the Stock Emoji’s team to

provide the users with an optimum

portfolio based on selected

parameters

SIP Feature

Allowstheuserto opt for SIP in

3 simple steps to be able to invest in

smaller quantities, if not lumpsum

OTHER VALUABLEPRODUCTS

Track List

Allows the users to track the

performance of stocks, get

notifications and keep a check on

probableinvestments
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Result Corner

Allow the user to check the result of

the selected period and get a trend

analysis and earnings price with a

clickof abutton

Sector Scan

Allow users to access information on the

selected sectors like growth drivers, returns,

financials, top players, etc. with key

takeaways

The CRG
Generate comprehensivereports  with a

complete detailed description

of the company. It’s financial  

highlights, ratios, trend analysis,  peer to 

peer comparison, expected  performances

Market page
Allowuserstounderstandmarket  

sentiments and get top emoji  

performers.Also user can get  

performance of Indian and sectorial  indices with 

thispage.

OTHER VALUABLEPRODUCTS
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Payment Support

Option of S I P, Long Term and  

Short Term Investments

Tech Expertise

Our algorithms actively track 3000 

scripts, need we say  more

Training &Support

We train brokers & dealers to  use 

thisplatform

Dedicated desk
Weprovideadedicateddesk for

you and your clients

Promotion
Weare in this together, may it be 

material or the actual  promotion

Education
We regularly host webinars  and 

share educational videos & daily

updates

A COMPLETE SOLUTION
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Scale up with  

ODIN & Stocks Emoji
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